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#1 $ Savage Model 99B .300Sav Takedown rifle with 24” barrel, checkered Pistol grip walnut stocks, brass round counter, folding site and Williams peep sight. It was built in 1928.

#2 $ ________

#3 $ Savage 1899A .25-35 rifle in .25-35 caliber! It has a 26” barrel, straight grip walnut stocks with a crescent plate and NO cracks. It was built in 1908 & sells with most all of its Factory blue & a tang peep sight.

#4 $ ________

#5 $ Savage Model 99G .250-3000 Takedown rifle with 22” barrel, Hand checkered pistol grip walnut stock & Marble’s tang peep sight. It was built in 1930.

#6 $ ________

#7 $ ________ Savage Model 1899H .22 Hi Power Takedown rifle with 20” barrel, straight grip walnut stocks, Brass round counter & grooved metal plate with Chief’s head. Built in 1915

#8 $ ________

#9 $ Savage Model 99 .300 Sav rifle with 24” barrel, checkered pistol grip walnut w/ Schnabel tip and Buckhorn & bead sights. It sells with Weaver scope bases.

#10 $_______

Savage Model 10 .22-250 rifle with 22” barrel, Accutrigger, Birch stock & Simmons 3-9x40 scope

Savage Model 10 .22-250 rifle with 22” barrel, Accutrigger, Birch stock & Simmons 3-9x40 scope

Savage Model 12 Varminter .223 with 26” HBAR, Accutrigger & Vortex Crossfire II 6-24x50 scope & sunshade

Savage Model 116 Weather Warrior .30-06 stainless rifle with 22” barrel, Accutrigger & Red Head 4-12x40 scope.

Savage Model 11 Lightweight Hunter .308 with 20” pencil barrel, spiral Fluted bolt, milled lightened receiver, Accutrigger & walnut pistol grip stock.

Savage Model .270 rifle with 22” barrel, Accutrigger, Clip & Weaver 3-9x40 scope.
Remington Model 700 Police .300 Win Mag rifle w/ 26” HBAR and H-S Precision Kevlar stock. It has a drop floor and is capable of 1/2” MOA accuracy.

Remington Nylon 66 Apache Black & Chrome .22 auto built in 1974 and sells in about Flawless Condition!

Remington 700 AAC-SD .300 Blackout rifle with 16.5” HBAR, threaded muzzle for flash hider, brake or suppressor and Hogue Overmolded Ghillie Green stock w/ dual pillars. It sells Unfired with an X-Mark Pro adjustable trigger and 5R rifling.

Remington XP-100 pistol in .221 Fireball with an 11” barrel. It has the original nylon stock & a Bushnell Centurion 2.5x pistol scope.

Remington 141 Gamemaster .35 Rem pump rifle built in 1946. It is a Takedown rifle with a 24” barrel, walnut stocks, twisted magazine and folding sight.

Remington 1100 Magnum 12 ga 3” Autoloader with 30” full choke barrel, Remington waffle pad and white diamond pistol grip. This is a Youth sized gun with a 12 3/4” L.O.P. It has a scrolled receiver & scroll checkering.

Remington Model 8 .30-30Rem semi-auto rifle that was built in 1910 or 1911. It is a Takedown model with a 22.5” jacketed barrel. It has Browning’s Patent Dates of 1900 & 1902.

Remington Model 341 Sportmaster .22 cal bolt rifle with 24” barrel, tube magazine, walnut stock & an added safety lever. This was the Successor to the Model 34 and was only built from 1936-1940.

Remington Model 81 Woodsmaster .300Sav semi auto rifle with 22.5” jacketed barrel, factory sights and walnut stocks built in 1941. It previously wore a side-mounted scope.

Remington 870’s in .410, 20ga, 16ga & 12ga A (pictured) is an Unfired 870 Express 410 B is an Unfired LW Magnum 20ga Remchoke C is a 16ga Wingmaster full choke from 1973 D is a 12ga Wingmaster modified choke built in 1978 and is 98%
#21 $  Ruger 77/44 bolt
Ruger 77/44 bolt with 22" barrel, checkered walnut stock, clip & Ruger rings. Sights are included.

#22 $  Ruger Vaquero high polished
Stainless .45 Colt revolver with 4 3/4" barrel & Staglite grips. This is the Big Frame model 554 from 1994 in 99% Condition!

#23 $  Ruger Red Label 20 ga 3" O/U shotgun from 1989. It has full & mod choke 26" vent rib barrels, single-selective trigger & burled checkered walnut. About 97%

#24 $  1971 3-screw Blackhawk in .30 Carbine
It has a 7 1/2" pre-warning barrel, adj. sights and is an Un-converted Original Revolver. WOW! Rare gun

#25-A & B $  Ruger M77 Hawkeye stainless rifles in 2 great Hunting Calibers: A is .308 and B is 7mm-08. Both sell Unfired with Boxes, drop floor, mauser claw & Ruger rings.

#26 $  50th Anniversary Ruger Mark II .22LR pistol with a 4 3/4" barrel. It sells Unfired with the Box and has a special Eagle crest to celebrate this Milestone

#27 $  Ruger 44 .44 Mag Carbine built in 1980. It has a 18.5" Barrel, walnut stock, sling studs, folding factory sights and a tasco 2.5x32 scope in look-thru mounts. 98% Original Condition

#28 $  Ruger New Bearcat
.22 revolver in Satin Stainless finish. It has the Engraved mountain lion on the cylinder & a 4" barrel. This little gun was built in 2011 and Looks Like New.

#29 $  Exclusive Model Ruger 10/22 "Maple Sporter" that sells Unfired with 18.5" barrel, sights & checkered stock.

#30 $  Ruger GP100 stainless .357 Mag double action revolver
With 6" full lug barrel, adj. sights and walnut inserts in The rubber grips. From 1992 & sells with original Box.
#31 $ Springfield M1 Garand .30-06 military rifle built for the Korean War. It has the Original SA barrel & bolt, IHC sights, Walnut stock and NO Import marks.

#32 $ Winchester Model 52 .22LR Match Rifle. This is a 1st Year gun from 1920 with s/n 1669. It has a receiver ladder sight with a Redfield globe, factory clip & finger grooved walnut stock.

#33 $ Harrington & Richardson M1 Garand with Original H&R barrel, SA bolt, trapdoor butt & NO Import marks.

#34 $ US Property Mossberg Model 44 .22LR Training Rifle with 26" HBAR & MicroClick sight. This is in the s/n range of the 1st Government Order dated January 1st of 1943 for training troops in WW 2.


#36 $ Remington Model 513-T Matchmaster .22LR rifle that is marked US Property. It has a 27" HBAR in “Military Finish”, clip & Redfield peep sight. Stock cartouches include SA, NOPM-61 & PSM-1.

#37 $ Springfield Model 1903 .30-06 rifle with High Standard June 1914 barrel, Buffington sight & straight grip stock.

#38 $ Stevens 416 X-barrel .22LR Training Rifle. It has a 26" HBAR, peep sights, Elmer Bjerke inspector cartouche at Rock Island Arsenal & a painted rack number.

#39 $ US Remington Model of 1917 .30-06 rifle with original September 1918 Remington barrel, Flaming bomb proofs and dog leg bolt handle.

#40 $ US Property Stevens 416 X-barrel Trainer with Unertl scope blocks, Receiver peep sights and walnut target stock.
#41  $____ Stag Arms 5.56 pistol with 9" 1:7 barrel, aluminum Quad, flattop & PMAG

#42  $ Sterling Sporter 9mm converted to semi-auto by Wise Lite Arms. Comes with (6) 34 round mags.

#43  $ Zastava PAP M85PV 5.56 pistol with 10.5" barrel, Krinkov sights, wood hand guards & Galil 30 round mags. Unfired from 2013

#44-A & B  $____ Consecutive s/n Glock 43X 9mm pistols Made in Austria & sell Unfired. It’s a Great model Glock with 10 round mags.

#45  $ 450 Bushmaster AR with 15" rail, side-charger, collapsible stock & Vortex Sonora 4-12x44 scope in Fidragon mount.

#46  $ Saiga-12 AK-style 12 ga built at Izhmash Arsenal in Russia. It has an Optics side mount & 18.5" threaded barrel.

#47  $ Yugo M70AB2 under folder. This is a 1982 rifle built during the Cold War and Sells with a 100-round Drum.

#48  $ Bushmaster Carbon 15 .223 pistol with fluted stainless barrel and 10 round mag.

#49  $ Diamondback 7.62x39 pistol with KeyMod guard, MOE grip & Maxim Defense PDW brace.

#50-A & B  $____ Ruger 5.7x28 pistol with 5" barrel, fiber optic Adj. sights, accessory Picatinny rail & (2) 20 round mags. Both sell in Unfired Condition with original case & papers.
#51 $______

Winchester Model 70 .30-06 rifle built in 1959 & belongs to 1 Owner who states that only 11 rounds were fired. He purchased the rifle, fencepost scope & ammo at the same time.

#52 $______

Colt Trooper Mark III .22LR double action revolver built in 1979—the 1st year Colt chambered these in a 22. It has a 4" barrel, adj. sights and checkered walnut stocks.

#53 $______

Winchester Model 70 Featherweight .30-06 built in 1963. It is a Great Survivor in 99% Original Condition & sells with a Leupold Vari-X Ilc 1-4x20 scope.

#54 $______

Colt Trooper Mark III .357 Mag revolver from 1975. It has a 6" barrel, adj. sights and checkered walnut stocks w/ silver Pony medallions.

#55 $______

Nice Winchester Model 70 rifle in .264 Win Mag & built in 1962. It has a 22" barrel, drop floor, 3 position safety, hooded sights & Factory waffle pad.

#56 $______

Colt Cobra .38 Special revolver built in 1975. It is an aluminum-framed double action Snubby with a 2" barrel, Baughman sight and Pachmayr Presentation grip.

#57 $______

Winchester Model 43 .218 Bee rifle with a 24" barrel, Redfield peep sight and front hood.

#58 $______

Colt Cobra .38 Special revolver in full Factory Nickel & 99% Condition! It was built in 1975 with a 2" barrel & sells with checkered grips.

#59 $______

Winchester Model 70 .22-250 built in 1968. It has a 22" barrel, drop floor, checkered walnut stock with a scrolled metal pistol grip cap & Bushnell 3-9x40 scope.

#60 $______

Colt Diamondback .38 Special revolver from 1968. It has a 4" vent rib barrel, adj. sights and checkered walnut target stocks. High Condition.
#61 $_______ Winchester Model 21 16ga SxS with Factory Letter that describes the Special Features: a Field Gun that was sent back for conversion to Skeet in 1948. It was built for William Louden Fry, the 3rd generation of Louden Machinery in Fairfield, Iowa & sells with original Leather case by VonLengerke & Antoine of Chicago.

#62 $_______
Colt Python .357 Mag with 6” vent rib barrel, adj. sights, grooved trigger. Checkered wide hammer & grooved backstrap. This is a beautiful 1976 Python with checkered walnut target grips.

#63 $_______ Winchester Model 101 12ga Skeet gun with 26” vent rib barrels, dual beads, red “W” pistol grip cap, single-selective trigger and over 95% Condition. Built in 1969 with hand checkering & fancy hand engraving.

#64 $_______
Colt Python .38 Target model 8” revolver in full Factory Nickel. This is 1 of only 251 built and sells in about Perfect Condition. It has the original woodgrain box & papers from 1980.

#65 $_______
Winchester Model 42 .410 ga 3” shotgun that Sells New in the Box from 1950. The box is s/n to this gun and all Original papers are included. It is 26” modified choke.

#66 $_______
Colt Python .357 Mag stainless revolver with 6” vent rib barrel, adj. sights & checkered Laminated walnut grips. Sells Unfired in Box with all papers.

#67 $_______
Winchester Model 42 .410 ga 3” pump shotgun from 1950. It has a 28” full choke barrel and sells in High Condition.

#68 $_______
Colt Police Positive Special .32-20 revolver built in 1922. It sells in about 99% Original Condition with a 6” barrel. Pretty Unusual for a 99-year old Gun!

#69-A & B $_______
Winchester Model 25 Solid frame 12ga pump shotguns. A (pictured) was built in 1953 with a 28” modified choke barrel. B was built in 1952 and has a 28” full choke barrel.

#70 $_______
Colt Police Positive .38Colt 4” revolver built in 1910. It retains about 98% of the gloss Colt blue and the screws are Niter blue. The “COLT” rubber grips have the big “C” around the grip screw.
#71 $______ Unfired Browning B-92 .44 Mag from the Centennial in 1978. It is a saddle ring carbine w/ gold engraving & fancy wood.

#72 $______ Sig Sauer P238 Rainbow .380 carry pistol. This is a Special Edition with an iridescent Titanium finish on The slide & accents. It has a 2.7" barrel, rosewood grips & Night Sights.

#73 $______

#74 $______ Sig Sauer P290 9mm pistol with 2.9" barrel. This is a 1st year gun from 2011 and sells with Night Sights and (2) mags.

#75 $______

#76 $______ Sig Sauer P365 XL 9mm pistol w/ X-ray 3 Day & Night sights. It has a 3.7" barrel & (2) 12 round mags. The slide is ready for Reflex optics.

#77 $______

#78 $______ Sig Sauer P938 9mm carry pistol from the Custom Shop. This pistol has been honed & de-snagged for smooth operation & easy carry. It has duo-tone finish, Night Sights, laser-etched grips & sells with 3 mags.

#79 $______

#80 $______ Sig Sauer M11-A1 9mm pistol from 2013. This is the Upgraded P229 with a 3.9" barrel, Night Sights & sells in High Condition.
#81 $Unfired Browning “White Gold Medallion” rifle in .375 H&H. This was a Safari Club banquet rifle from 2008 that is all Stainless with fine engraving & a 26” fluted barrel. Only 100 were Built!

#82 $Smith & Wesson Model 29 .44 Mag revolver from the 1950’s. This is the 1st production model made before the 29-1. It has an 8 3/8” barrel, adj. outline sight & checkered diamond grips.


#84 $Smith & Wesson 17-4 .22LR revolver that sells in 97%. It was built in 1983 with a 6” barrel, target sights, target trigger & checkered Goncalo Alves target stocks.

#85 $Browning Medallion .325WSM rifle w/ engraving, deluxe swivels, 21” barrel and B.O.S.S. It sells Unfired with a Swarovski Z3 3-10x42 scope.

#86 $Smith & Wesson 19-3 .357 Mag revolver with 4” barrel, adj. sights & checkered Goncalo Alves grips. This is the Combat Magnum model built in 1969 & sells in 98% condition with the blue Bangor-Punta box. Features a Baughman sight, micrometer click sight & adj. trigger stop.

#87 $Browning A-bolt Stainless Stalker .338 Win Mag rifle with 26” barrel, drop floor, clip & silver 3-9x40 scope.

#88 $Smith & Wesson 19-5 .357 Mag 6” revolver with adj. sights, grooved trigger, wide checkered hammer & checkered logo grips. It was built in 1980 & sells in 98% Condition.

#89 $Browning A-bolt .300 Win Mag Stainless Stalker with 23” barrel & B.O.S.S. It was built in 1994 & sells in high condition with a Nikon Monarch scope.

#90 $Smith & Wesson 48-3 .22 Mag revolver from 1981. It has a 8 3/8” barrel, adj. sights, case hardened hammer & trigger and sells with fancy Rosewood combat grips.
#91 $_____

Argentine Model 1909 7.65x53
Military mauser built in Berlin by DWM.
This rifle sells in Unissued Condition with matching s/n’s & NO Import Marks.

#92 $_____

Nazi FN Hi-Power 9mm pistol built in 1942. It has fixed sights and WaA140 Nazi acceptance and Stick Eagles. This is a Soldier Bringback with All matching numbers and NO Import marks.

#93 $_____

Brazilian Model 1908 7mm mauser built by DWM at Oberndorf. It has a 30” barrel, rack number, cleaning rod, matching #’s and NO Import. Great Crest, flag & Greek letter “B” proofs.

#94 $_____

1943 Nazi FN Hi-Power 9mm pistol with fixed sights. The slide is marked “Browning’s Patent” and WaA 140 waffen. NO Import marks.

#95 $_____

1942 Mosin Nagant M39 rifle built at VKT Arsenal in Finland. It has a 27.5” barrel, 1,000 m tangent sight and round grip stock that was Arsenal spliced. Nice!

#96 $_____

Nazi FN Hi-Power 9mm pistol with Tangent sight and WaA140 acceptance mark. This is a rare transition pistol built in 1942 only. It is a 500m tangent sight and the pistol has NO Import marks. Nickel finish

#97 $_____

Unissued 1935
Tula 91/30 Mosin Nagant
Sniper rifle w/ 29” barrel, 2,000 m open sights & Dragunov Scope in side mount w/ post reticle. The rifle is Import marked.

#98 $_____

1938 “S/42” code for Mauser manufacture Nazi 9mm Luger. It has Matching s/n’s and Imperial eagle proofmarks instead of Nazi waffen that were Already being used by other inspectors at this time. NO Import marks

#99 $_____

Romanian military RPK built at Cugir arsenal with a 22” barrel, flash hider, folding bipod, tangent sights, optic mount, pistol grip, side-folding buttstock & 40 round mag.

#100 $_____

1943 “cyq” code for Spreewerk manufacture of the Walther P.38 9mm pistol. It has the WaA 88 waffen and swastika eagle proofs. NO Import marks, Matching #’s and sells with a leather closed top Police holster.
#101 $_____
95 yr. old Griffin & Howe custom sporter rifle in 7x57 mauser. It has a 24" Poldi barrel, small ring mauser, flip up leaf sites, Lyman peep site & Carl Zeiss Jena German scope in G&H side mount w/ quick detach. Heavily decorated bolt handle, jeweled bolt & fine line checkered stock w/ ebony tip. Impressive

#102 $_____
686 Onyx Sporting shotgun built in 2012. It is a 12ga with 29 1/2" vent rib barrels, screw-in choke & single-selective trigger. Sells with Kolar tubes in .410ga, 28ga & 20ga. Also All American hard case.

#103 $_____
Colt Sauer Grand Alaskan .375 H&H rifle built in 1978 by J.P. Sauer in West Germany. This one has a muzzle brake. Beautiful gloss metal, handmade stock & sells w/ a Leupold Big Game scope in QD mount. 99%

#104 $_____
Browning Superposed Lightning 12ga shotgun built in 1970. This is the Broadway Trap model with 32" F/M barrels, 5/8" runway w/ dual beads & engraving.

#105 $_____
Interarms Mark X .270 Mannlicher with a 20" barrel, mauser claw, hooded sight, drop floor & Circassian walnut stock. It sells in 99% Condition with a World Class 3-9x40 scope in look-thru mounts.

#106 $_____
Browning Superposed Lightning 12ga with 32" Full & Improved Mod. Chokes. Built in 1961 w/ single-selective trigger, engraving & checkered walnut stocks w/ inlaid ivory diamond.

#107 $_____
Custom .30-06 rifle on FN mauser action. It has a 24" barrel, Winchester style safety, Leupold base & a Gunsmith trigger job. The stock is fine-line hand checkered with an ebony tip & widow's peak plate.

#108 $_____
Renato Menegon 12ga Over/Under shotgun that was handmade in Spain in 1955. It has 29" Modified choke barrels, red bead, SST & Circassian walnut stocks. The receiver shows incredible scroll engraving on a silver background and the gun sells with a fitted luggage case.

#109 $_____
Kimber Model 84L "Montana" light rifle in .280 Ackley Improved chambering. It has a 24" Stainless barrel, synthetic stock & sells with 1" scope rings.

#110 $_____
Spanish 12ga Over/Under built by Felix Sarasketa in Elbar. It has 26" Modified choke barrels, fine line checkered Circassian walnut pistol grip stocks and very fine engraving on the Sidelocks.
#111 $ _____ NO FFL  Winchester Model 1876 Second Model .45-60 rifle with 28” round barrel, full magazine, dustcover w/ screw in the rail, crescent plate w/ trapdoor, 1876 ladder sight and genuine ivory pinch blade. Built in 1881 & sells Correct

#112 $ _____ Colt 1911 Tribute to 9/11 Gold engraved pistol made by America Remembers. This gun is #333 of 911 Produced and sells Unfired in a Collector case.

#113 $ _____ NO FFL  Winchester Model 1886 .45-90 rifle built in 1894. It has a 26” octagon barrel, full magazine, factory buckhorn sights and Still shows Case-color. Nice walnut & no screws have buggered heads.

#114 $ _____ Colt Service Model ACE .22LR pistol with 5” barrel, palm safety, adjustable sights and checkered walnut grips with Gold ponies.

#115 $ _____ NO FFL  Antique Winchester Model 1892 .32-20 rifle with a 24” octagon barrel, full magazine and crescent walnut stocks. It was built in 1894 and has a “8M” property owner’s mark on the lever.

#116 $ _____ Colt Model 1903 .32 auto pistol built in 1923. It has a 3 3/4” barrel, palm safety, bottom mag latch, factory mag & sells in about 90% Condition with very crisp lettering. The rubber grips have a pony holding spears.

#117 $ _____ Winchester Model 1894 .25-35 saddle ring carbine from 1908. It has a 20” barrel, full magazine, ladder sight & pinned front sight and nice Walnut Carbine stocks.

#118 $ _____ Belgian Browning Hi-Power 9mm pistol built in 1976. It has a 4 3/4” barrel, adj. micro sight, chamber indicator, walnut grips and sells in High Condition.

#119 $ _____ Winchester Model 71 Deluxe .348 rifle from the 1st Year - 1936. It is a long tang model with a Bolt peep sight, checkered pistol grip stocks & Supergrade swivels. Nice!

#120 $ _____ Browning Challenger III .22LR pistol built in 1983. It has a 5 1/2” heavy slabside barrel, adj. sights and laminated wood grips.
#121 $________ “The Game Warden” engraved Model 94 .30-30 from 1979 honoring 100 Years of protecting wildlife. Only 500 were produced and it sells Unfired.

#122 $________ 1873-1973 Peacemaker Centennial .44-40 SAA. Sells Unfired in Case with Factory Nickel & genuine Ivory grips!

#123 $________ Unfired Winchester Wrangler .32 Special from 1983. It has a 16” Trapper barrel, saddle ring, big loop & engraved Covered Wagon scene.

#124 $________ Colt Golden Spike Frontier Scout that Sells Unfired in original 1969 case. It celebrates 100 Years since the Railroads joined the Nation at Promontory Point, Utah.

#125 $________ Wells Fargo .30-30 to celebrate 125 Years of Service in 1977. It is a saddle ring carbine with a coin-finished receiver depicting Stagecoach scenes. It sells Unfired with the Original box, slip cover & papers.

#126 $________ Colt Frontier Scout .22LR revolver with 4 3/4” barrel & Pony checkered grips. Built in 1958

#127 $________ Winchester Model 9422 .22LR rifle in 99% Condition from the 1st Year—1972.

#128 $________ Colt Frontier Scout .22 Mag pistol with 4 3/4” barrel. This gun is almost 60 Years Old & Sells in High Condition with walnut grips.

#129 $________ Restored Winchester Model 1892 .25-20 rifle with 24” octagon barrel, Full magazine, rifle sights & crescent plate. The walnut is easily “XXXX” with burls-a-plenty!

#130-A & B $________ (2) Fancy Colt New Frontier .22LR revolvers that are about 50 years old. A (pictured) is from 1972 with a 4 3/4” barrel B is from 1971 and has a 6” barrel. Both have Case-colored Frames and are 98% Condition or Better.
#131 $____ NO FFL
Marlin Model 1893.30-30 Deluxe Takedown rifle with a 26” Half-octagon barrel, full magazine & checkered walnut stocks with a crescent metal plate and “S” pistol grip. This is an 1898 rifle with a lot of Special Features, a curved lever and nice Collector Condition.

#132 $____ NO FFL Parker Bros. 12ga Side x Side shotgun with Factory Letter. It was built on June 5, 1875 and remains in the same configuration. It is a Lifter action with 30” steel barrels & dog-leg hammers. Some case color Remains on the receiver from 1875—almost 150 years ago!

#133 $____
Part of a Rare Sub-group of about 1100 Marlins that are serial numbered with 4 digits and a “C” suffix. All of these have a 3/4 magazine and this one has a 18” short-carbine length barrel. The extra checkering on the walnut was certainly not Factory, but adds to the history of the time shared between gun & owner. It is a Model 1893 .30-30 saddle ring.

#134 $____ Serial #1 “Presentation Gun” made for a Coast to Coast executive by Mossberg. It is a beautiful Gold Engraved gun with checkered pistol grip walnut stocks in Unfired Condition.

#135 $
Marlin Model 1894 .32-20 saddle ring carbine with an original Hepburn winged peep sight. It has a full magazine, walnut Carbine stocks and lots of its original Blue from 1904.

#136 $ CZ Sporter 12 ga 3” Over/Under with 30” vent rib barrels & screw-in chokes. The walnut stocks have a pistol grip, adj. comb, beavetail and crisp checkering. Sells in Unfired Condition with the original box & papers.

#137 $____

#138 $____ Baikal 28ga Boxlock side x side with 26” Modified & Imp Cyl choke, Beavetail wrap & hand checkered hardwood stocks.

#139 $
Uberti Model 1873 .45 Colt rifle with 20” octagon barrel, full magazine, Buckhorn sights, dustcover and case-colored frame. Unfired in Box.

#140 $____ NO FFL Ithaca Baker & Nig Model 12ga side x side with dog-leg hammers, Doll’s head hinge & 28” London-twist Damascus barrels. Built in 1887 & has original walnut round grip & splinter stocks w/ rubber plate. Repair in left barrel.
#141 $ ______ Browning M1919A4 machine gun converted to semi-auto in .308 by KMP Classic Arms of Mansfield, Ohio. It sells with a blank firing adapter, 26" HBAR, perforated heatshield, nylon ammo belt, ladder sight and US GI M122 machine gun tripod. This is a regular Class 1 gun.

#142 $ ______ Smith & Wesson Model 41 .22LR pistol with 7" barrel, adj. sights, extended magwell, checkered grips & 2 mags. Looks Unfired!

#143 $ ______ Operating Gatling Gun in .45 Colt built by Battery Gun Co. of Metamora, Michigan. These guns have been sold Worldwide to Movie Companies and Gun Enthusiasts alike!

#144 $ ______ S&W M&P .380 Shield EZ 2.0 Pistol with 3 5/8" barrel, white dot sights & (2) 8 round mags. Very few pistols are this easy to rack. Unfired

#145 $ ______ Tippmann Armory Mini Gatling Gun in 9mm. It uses Glock Mags & sells with the Cart. Use your imagination and you know that you NEED This! Sells Unfired

#146 $ ______ Smith & Wesson 9mm Shield EZ 2.0 pistol with 3 5/8" barrel, integral rail, Palm safety and 3 dot sights. Sells Unfired with case, 8 & 9 round mags.

#147 $ ______ Class 3 Ruger 10/22 with integrally suppressed Passport 2 barrel & Hogue overmold stock. The Buyer will apply for a Class 3 Permit to possess this device through Freedom Industries of Abrams. And must pay the $ 200 fee to BATFE.


#149 $ ______ Class 3 Ruger 10/22 with Gentech Mist 16" Integrally suppressed barrel, Hogue Stock, bipod & AR 22 scope. The Class 3 Transfer will be conducted by Freedom Industries of Abrams. $ 200 fee to BATFE.

#150 $ ______ Smith & Wesson SW40E .40S&W pistol with 4" barrel, Accessory rail & (2) 13 round mags.
Belgian Browning “Sweet Sixteen” autoloader built in 1955. It has a 28” solid standing rib in modified choke. This is a Collector’s Dream to find this Early of a Sweet Sixteen in this Excellent Condition.

Walther PP .32 auto pistol
Built in West Germany. It has the banner logo and Ulm address. This is an alloy frame model with a blued steel slide, Box & paper test target from Walther. Imported by Century Arms.

Unfired Belgian Sweet 16 made in 2016 w/ Inflex recoil
It has a 28” vent rib barrel, Invector choke & weighs Less than 6 pounds!

Walther Model PP .32 auto pistol with banner logo and Ulm address. This pistol was imported by Interarms. It was built in Germany as a Service pistol and has strikes through the acceptance marks in order to be Exported.

Outstanding
Belgian Light Twenty autoloader from 1982 with a 26” vent rib Imp Cyl barrel. 99% Condition

Walther PP/K .380 stainless pistol that is Made in the USA. It has a 3 3/8” barrel, stippled top, red accents on rear sight and plastic grips with Walther banner. It has the original box, 2 mags & was Distributed by Interarms.

Minty Light
Twelve w/ 28” modified vent rib barrel built in 1970. Extra fine stocks!

Walther PP .32 auto pistol
Imported by Century Arms. It also has strikes through the Police acceptance. It has 2 mags & an Import box.

Belgian Browning Light Twelve shotgun with 30” full choke barrel & checkered walnut stocks with round grip. This is an Outstanding shotgun built in 1965 & sells in 98% Condition

Walther P22 .22LR pistol built in 2012. It has a 3.42” barrel, 3 dot sights and sizeable backstraps. Built w/ an accessory rail & Sells with 2 mags.
#161 $______

Benelli M1 Super 90 left hand 12 ga 3” Autoloader built in 2016. It has a 28” vent rib barrel with screw-in choke & truglo bead.

#162 $______ NO FFL

Stevens .22 single shot pistol with 3 1/2” barrel, rosewood grips and nickel plating. This is a 1st Issue with 1886 patent date.

#163 $______

SKB Model 1900 12 ga 3” Autoloader that was built in 1989 & sells Unfired. This was a Ducks Unlimited Banquet gun & has nice engraved scenes, 28”, barrel & screw in chokes.

#164 $______ NO FFL

Stevens .22 single shot pistol with 6” barrel, plum finish frame & Rosewood grips. It has a spur trigger & adj. buckhorn sight. ca. 1890

#165 $

2002 Ducks Unlimited “Gun of the Year” Browning 28ga BPS in Unfired Condition. The intricate engraved waterfowl scenes are Designed by artist Robert Lesley.

#166 $“Life Card” .22LR folding pistol by Trailblazer Firearms.

It is a single shot discreet carry gun that is no bigger than a stack of credit cards.

#167 $

Discontinued Browning BPS 12 ga 3” Defender high cap shotgun with 20” Cylinder choke & Unfired from 2009.

#168 $

Dan Wesson Model 15-2 6” vent rib double action revolver
Built in 1978. It has outline/red ramp sights, a high polished Blue and checkered logo 1pc. Walnut grips.

#169 $

Browning 12 ga 3” Field Hunter from 1986. It has Invector choke, 28” vent rib barrel & sells in High Condition.

#170 $

Beautiful 1971 (50 year old) Dan Wesson Arms .22LR double action revolver with 6” vent rib barrel, adj. sights & factory walnut grips. Sells in 99% Original Condition
#171 $  
**Winchester Model 71 Deluxe .348 rifle built in 1951.** It has a 24" barrel, half mag, receiver peep sight, front hood, widow's peak plate & Supergrade swivels.

#172 $  
**Winchester Model 1890 Gallery Gun in .22 Short only.** It was built in 1904 and sells in Super Collector Condition! It is a takedown frame with a 24" octagon barrel.

#173 $  
**NO FFL**  
**Winchester Model 1886 .40-82 that will Letter at Cody Museum in this Configuration.** It has a 26" octagon barrel, factory single set-trigger, buckhorn Sights and was shipped on Sept. 3rd, 1892 as Order #4974.

#174 $  
**Winchester Model 1890 .22WRF pump rifle with 24" octagon barrel, 1901 sight, crescent walnut stocks, Takedown frame & Built in 1924.** It sells in High Condition.

#175 $  
**NO FFL**  
**Winchester Model 1886 .38-56 rifle that will Letter in this configuration.** It was Shipped on May 5th, 1888 with a 26" octagon barrel, full magazine, buckhorn sight, Rocky Mountain blade and has excellent original walnut stocks with a crescent metal plate.

#176 $  
**Winchester Model 1902 .22 single shot with 18" barrel, fixed sights, scroll trigger guard and Takedown screw.** It has a walnut stock & is Restored.

#177 $  
**Winchester Model 1894 .38-55 rifle with 26" round barrel, full magazine, precision buckhorn & German silver blade sights.** It was built in 1900 and sells in unmolested condition with stress lines.

#178 $  
**Winchester Model 36 9mm Rimfire “Garden Gun” shotgun with scrolled trigger guard, walnut stock and shotgun bead.**

#179-A & B $  
**Winchester “Flat-Band” Model 94 .30WCF carbines built right after WW 2.** The band making machine was being used to supply M1 Carbines & Garands to the Government. A (pictured) has factory sights, a checkered metal plate and Kept Most All of its factory finish. B is also in High Condition and has the front sight hood.

#180 $  
**Winchester Model 1903 .22LR auto built “For Super Speed and Super-X”.** It is a 1st Year gun from 1933 with a s/n below 1500. Excellent Original Condition with a 20" barrel, factory sights & Takedown.
#181 $____ Weatherby Weathermark V .30-378 rifle with 26" barrel, muzzle brake, drop floor and pebbled Kevlar reinforced stock. The only way to Better this great firearm is to Top it off with a Swarovski Z3 3-9x36 scope!

#182 $____ Winchester Super X Model 1 12ga auto loader from 1977. It has a 28" vent rib modified choke barrel, checkered pistol grip stock & dual beads.

#183 $____ Weatherby Vanguard .30-06 rifle with a 24" barrel, Drop floor, Remington style safety and sells with a Leupold VX III 1.5-5x20 scope. About 99% Condition

#184 $____ Winchester Model 12 Takedown 16ga pump shotgun with 28" full choke barrel. This Pre-War gun was built in 1940.

#185 $____ Special collector edition "Ten Toes Up" cerakote & muzzle brake by Toxic Arms make this T/C Compass .308 a Must Have. You won’t find another!

#186-A & B $____ Winchester Model 1897 12ga pump shotguns: A (pictured) has a 30" full choke Barrel and is a Takedown frame from 1926. B is also a Takedown with a 30" full choke barrel. Built in 1911 & had a Red Pad artfully? Added.

#187 $____ Thompson/Center Venture .338 Win Mag rifle with a 24" barrel, enhanced rubber grip panels & original box.

#188-A & B $____ Winchester Model 1200 12ga pump shotguns: A (pictured) has a 28" vent rib barrel with Winchoke B was built in the 1960's with a 30" full choke barrel.

#189 $____ Sako L579 .243 rifle with Bofors Lion head barrel, mauser action, drop floor & monte carlo walnut stock. Sells with a Weaver K2.5 brass scope built in El Paso. A Nice Old Rig.

#190-A, B & C $____ Winchester Model 1300 12 ga 3" Pumps: A (pictured) has a 28" vent rib Winchoke barrel B is a Rifled Deer Slug gun in 97% Condition C has a 28" vent rib Winchoke barrel & birch stocks
#191 $_____
Canadian Ross Model 1905 straight-pull .303 British military rifle with 28" barrel. The opening for charger clips has been closed.

#192 $_____
1918 BSA No. 1 Mk III Short Lee Enfield .303 military rifle with 2,000 yard Screw-tangent sight, stock to the hill, bayo lug nosepiece & brass trapdoor. CAI imported.

#193 $_____
British Enfield No. 2 .380-200 double action revolver. It was a tip-up hinged frame pistol with a 4 1/2" barrel and Many, Many Proofs and acceptance marks. Black phosphate Finish, lanyard ring & walnut grips.

#194 $_____
1942 Long Branch No. 4 Mk I .303 British rifle with original Inspection certificate from British National Defense.

#195 $_____
1945 British M47/C conversion rifle from a No. 5 Jungle rifle. BSA at Shirley built this model which now wears a redpad Because a civilian owner found out that the No. 5 carbines can kick!

#196 $_____
Carl Gustafs M.96 Swede military mauser built in 1915 at Gevars. It has matching #’s, tangent sights and the correct bayonet with sheath. There are crown 785 proofs everywhere. CAI import.

#197 $_____
Gustafs M.38 short rifle converted from a 1900 M.96. It has a 24" barrel, curved bolt handle and a shortened stock. Includes the desirable Vasteras rear sight. Hard to beat the 6.5x55 ballistics.

#198 $_____
Swiss Army Schmidt-Rubin K31 7.5x55 straight-pull with 26" barrel, 1,500m button tangent sight, bayonet lug, stacking rod & cross proofs everywhere. This is a matching #’s gun with NO Import marks.

#199 $_____
Nazi code “ac-43” for 1943 Walther manufacture of the P.38 9mm pistol. It has a 5" barrel, Mixed parts, fixed sights, WaA359 & swastika proofs and NO Import marks.

#200-A, B & C $_____
Arisaka Type 99 7.7x58 rifles from WW 2: A (pictured) Kokura w/ late war shortcuts and has kept its full ‘Mum crest. B is a Kokura w/ matching #’s & Import mark C is a Kokura “Last Ditch” w/ full ‘Mum & fixed sights
#201 $CMMG .458 SOCOM 16” with 15” KeyMod, flattop & collapsible stock.

#202 $Diamondback 7.62x39 pistol with 7” barrel, Shockwave Blade stabilizer & sells Unfired with original box.

#203 $Bushmaster 5.56 M16 clone with fixed Carry handle, M&P HBAR & Delta ring guard

#204 $Radical Firearms .300 Blackout pistol with 9” barrel, flattop & Shockwave Blade stabilizer.

#205 $Stag Arms 5.56 with Stainless HBAR, 15” aluminum rail & PMAG

#206 $Troy AR-10 with 16.5” HBAR, proprietary flash hider, battle sights & Troy stocks.

#207 $G Force Model 2P 12 ga 3” pump with 20” cylinder choke barrel & tactical pistol grip. Unfired

#208 $Zastava M57A 7.62x25 Tokarev pistol with 4 1/2” barrel, Fixed sights, grooved grips and (2) single stack mags. Has case & clean kit

#209 $Century VZ2008 Sporter 7.62x39 side-folder AK-variant with US parts, red furniture, leather pouch w/ mags & an extremely low serial number that ends in 00101.

#210-A & B $Consecutive s/n G Force-3 12 ga 3” pump shotguns With 20” cylinder choke & tactical stock. Sell Unfired in original boxes.
**#211 $** Belgian Browning BAR II Safari grade 7mm Mag rifle with B.O.S.S. & Aeotec 2.8-10x44 scope. This is a 1996 rifle that sells in High Condition.

**#212 $** Smith & Wesson 15-3 .38 Special revolver from 1972. It has a 4" pinned & recessed barrel, 4 screws & checkered walnut grips. This is a Combat Masterpiece.

**#213 $** Belgian Browning BAR II ShortTrac .300WSM with engraved silver receiver and fancy Checkered walnut stocks from 2011.

**#214 $** S&W Victory Model .38 Special that was built in 1943. It has a 4" barrel & parkerized finish. It is missing the latch for cylinder release and sells with a replacement set of grips.

**#215 $** Browning A-bolt Digital Green .270WSM special production from 2002. It has a glass bedded action, 23" free float barrel & sells with a 2-7x32 scope.

**#216 $** Smith & Wesson .32 Safety Hammerless 2nd Model revolver from 1903. It has a 6" barrel, T-bar latch, pinned front sight & palm safety.

**#217 $** Belgian Browning Grade 1 .22 Auto rifle from 1962. It has hand engraving, hand checkering, folding sight and the Top of the receiver is grooved for scope mounting. Outstanding condition for 60 yrs. old

**#218-A & B $** Taurus Judge .45 Colt/.410ga revolvers: A (pictured) is a 3" stainless model with soft-cushion rubber grips B is the Public Defender Poly blued steel model with 2" barrel

**#219 $** Browning T-bolt Sporter .17 HMR rifle Built in 2013 and sells in Unfired Condition. It has a 22" barrel, checkered walnut stock & has the Box.

**#220 $** Taurus Tracker .17 HMR stainless 6" revolver With vent rib, adj. white outline sight & 7-shot cylinder. This is a nice Varmint pistol that sells in High Condition.
#221 $______ Unfired Browning A-bolt 3 Composite Stalker in 6.5 Creedmoor. It has a 22” barrel, Inflex recoil system & original box.

#222 $______ Beretta 92 9mm pistol in Unfired Condition.

#223 $______ Unfired Browning Grade I .22 Auto from 2002—Very Nice walnut!

#224 $______ Beretta PX4 Storm 9mm pistol that is Built in Italy. It has a 3 1/4” barrel, sizeable grips, front rail, 2 mags & sells Unfired.


#226 $______ Beretta U22 Neos .22LR pistol with a 6” barrel, Full length optics rail and adj. outline sights. Sells Unfired w/ case.

#227 $______ Browning BSS 20 ga 3” side x side shotgun that was built in 1975. It is a Gem with engraved receiver, beavertail wrap, checkered walnut stocks & 26” Modified/Improved Cylinder choke barrels. About 98% & has luggage case.

#228 $______ Beretta M.1934 .380 pistol built in 1942. It has a bottom latch, Lanyard ring, 2 mags & leather service holster. It has been re-blued.

#229-A & B $______ Auto-5 Belgian Browning 12ga shotguns:
A (pictured) is from 1954 30” full choke w/ Horn plate & 95%
B is a 1956 30” full choke w/ Red Head pad & cold-blued

#230 $______ Baby Browning .25 auto built in Charlottesville—under license of FN by PSP (Precision Small Parts). The parts are interchangeable with a Browning and the Quality is as good as the Belgian built guns.
#231-A, B & C $
Mossberg 500 .410 ga 3" pump shotguns:
A (pictured) has a 24" vent rib full choke barrel & sells in 98% condition
B is the American Field model (New in Box) & C is also a 24" vent rib full choke w/ dual beads.

#232 $ H&R Model 904 9-shot double action .22LR revolver with a 6" heavy barrel, adjustable sights & walnut 1871 logo grips. It was built in 1982 and sells in 99% Original Condition.

#233-A & B $
Mossberg 500 20 ga 3" pump shotguns:
A (pictured) has a 24" vent rib AccuChoke barrel & checkered stocks in 97%
B has a 26" ported AccuChoke barrel with vent rib, checkered stocks & a rubber cheekpiece.

#234 $ H&R Model 999 Sportsman .22LR tip-frame revolver with 6" vent rib barrel, checkered walnut grips & about 98% condition from 1980.

#235-A, B & C $
Mossberg 500 12 ga 3" pump shotguns: A (pictured) is Factory Camo 24" AccuChoke ported
B is 28" Modified choke in walnut stocks & C is 28" Modified choke in Birch stocks.

#236 $ NEF Model R92 Ultra .22LR 6" heavy barrel revolver
From 1972. It has adjustable sights and Birch grips.

#237 $
Mossberg Model 535 UltiMag 12 ga 3 1/2" pump shotgun with 28" vent rib barrel, AccuChoke, twin beads & checkered birch stocks—Like New

#238-A, B & C $ NO FFL
British Bulldog revolvers by Forehand & Wadsworth built from 1883 to 1887.
A (pictured) is Factory Engraved with a floral-cut rubber grip & .32 cal
B is a .38 with a 2 1/2" barrel and excellent original Nickel finish
C is chambered for the .455 Webley & sells with walnut bird’s head grips

#239 $
Stoeger M3000 12 ga 3" autoloader with 28"
Vent rib screw-choke barrel & full coverage in Realtree Max-5 camo. New in Box

#240-A & B $ NO FFL
H&R Bulldog .32 Rimfire revolvers with octagon barrels from 1884-88
A (pictured) is blued with a 2 1/2" barrel & ornate rubber grips
B is Factory Nickel with an octagon barrel & 6-shot cylinder
#241 $ ______ Winchester 94 .25-35 Saddle Ring from 1908

#242 $ ______ Glock 19 Gen 5
9mm pistol with (3) 15 round mags, sizeable straps & rail.
It is Built in Austria and sells in New Condition.

#243 $ ______ Winchester Model 1894 .30-30 with 26” octagon barrel,
Full mag, Ivory bead & excellent
Original walnut stocks from 1905.

#244 $ ______ Glock Model 38
.45 G.A.P. (Glock Automatic Pistol) from Austria. It was
Built in 2013 & sells in Like New Condition w/ 2 mags.

#245-A & B $ ______ Winchester Model 71 .348 Standard rifles
A (pictured) is from 1956 & has a Lyman peep sight. It sells in 98% Condition.
B is 1954 with a peep sight &
Checkered stocks (Not Deluxe)

#246-A & B $ ______ Glock Model 19
9mm pistols from Austria. Each sells with (2) 15 round
mags, a 3 7/8” barrel, integral rail & Like New Condition.

#247 $ ______ Winchester Model 94 Flatband .32 Special carbin with
20” barrel, factory sights &
Checkered metal plate.

#248 $ ______ Para-Ordnance
P14-45 .45 auto high cap 1911 in stainless steel with
a 5” barrel, 3 white dot sights & High Condition. This
is the original double-stack 1911.

#249 $ ______ Winchester Model 1895 .30 US (30-40 Krag) rifle with a 28”
barrel, walnut stocks with an ebony wedge and built in 1903.

#250 $ ______ Smith & Wesson
SD9VE 4” 9mm pistol with a stainless slide & barrel
and polymer lower. It has 3 dot sights and sells with
(2) 16 round mags.
**#251 $** Anderson 5.56 with side-charger, 16” barrel, 15’ QuadRail, Trinity Force Minimalist stock & Vector Optics AR scope

**#252 $** Intratec TEC-22 pistol with a threaded barrel, extension w/ heatshield & 25 round 10/22 mag

**#253 $** G Force BR-99 Tactical 12ga autoloader with aluminum handguard & (2) 5 round mags

**#254 $** Stag Arms 5.56 carbine with 10” QuadRail, Flattop, ambidextrous charger & 30 round Window mag.

**#255 $** MAK-90 AK from the 1st Assault Weapons Ban. It was Imported in 1994 & Looks Unfired.

**#256 $** Kel-Tec CMR-30 .22 Mag carbine with 16” threaded barrel, flip-up MBUS sights and collapsible stock.

**#257-A & B $** Consecutive s/n Kel-Tec CP 33 .22LR Pistols with 5 1/2” threaded barrels, adj. fiber optic sights and full length Optic rail. They each sell in Unfired Condition with 2 mags & the case.

**#258 $** WASR 10/63 7.62x39 with Full Camo coverage. It’s not Cerakote—maybe Rust-Oleum?

**#259 $** Kel-Tec PLR .22LR pistol with a 10.5” threaded barrel, adj. sights & see-thru magazine.

**#260 $** Smith & Wesson M&P-15 5.56 Carbine with 16” barrel, flip up sights and sells in Unfired Condition with a box & PMAG.
#261 $_____

Winchester Model 61 Hammerless .22 pump rifle from 1956. It has a 24" barrel, factory sights and sells in High Collector Condition.

#262 $________

Smith & Wesson SW22 Victory .22LR pistol with adj. fiber optic sights, optic rail & 2 mags. Sells Unfired in the box.

#263-A & B $______

Winchester Model 62A .22 pump rifles w/ hammers: A (pictured) is from 1958 and looks Remarkable for nearly 65 years old. B was built in 1954 & also retains Most All of its factory blue. Both are 23" rifles w/ factory sights & Takedown Frames.

#264 $______

Ruger American 9mm pistol w/ 4.17" barrel, adj. 3 dot sights & accessory rail. It sells in Unfired Condition.

#265 $______

Winchester Model 1906 .22 pump rifle with 1901 sights, Gumwood stocks & Takedown Frame. Built in 1910.

#266-A, B & C $______

Ruger Standard .22LR pistols. A (pictured) is Minty with the original box from 1977. It has a Pre-Warning barrel & extra mag. B was also built in 1977. It has 2 mags & Hunter holster. C is from 1979. It has a few freckles. All are 6" fixed sights.

#267 $______

1 of a Kind Winchester Model 77 .22LR auto in Incredible original condition. The stock was Never sold on a Model 77, but looks like a Winchester employee Created this rifle on the factory equipment. It is European styled with a checkered round grip and Schnabel tip. NICE!

#268 $______

Ruger LC9 carry pistol with 3" barrel and snag-free rounded edges. It has adj. 3 dot sights and a 7 round mag with finger grip. Sells in High Condition.

#269 $______

Winchester Model 1903 .22 Win Auto RF rifle that was Built in 1923. At almost 100 years old, it still looks great and sells with a Takedown frame & tang peep sight. The shells load in the Teardrop Opening of the buttstock.

#270-A, B, C & D $______

Ruger LCP .380 carry pistols: A (pictured) has a Viridian green laser. B has a Crimson Trace laser. C has fixed sights & D has a LaserMax red laser.
#271 $  
Winchester Westerner .30-06 rifle built in 1982. It sells in 98% with a jeweled bolt, checkered walnut stock & scope base.

#272 $  
Ruger “Wild Hog” laser engraved walnut 10/22 Special Edition w/ original box.

#273 $  
Winchester Model 70 Classic stainless B.O.S.S. in .300 Win Mag. It was built in 1995 with a free float barrel & sells with a 4-16x40 scope.

#274 $  
Ruger Collector Series 10/22 with optic rail, peep Sight, special logo on the bolt & tin sign “Man’s Best Friend” Unfired

#275 $  
Winchester Model 70 Black Shadow .30-06 with 24” barrel, drop floor, 3 position safety & Nikon 4-12x40 scope. 98% Condition

#276 $  
Ruger Takedown 10/22 with stainless action and Ruger backpack. It sells Unfired

#277 $  
Winchester Model 70 7mm Mag rifle with double crossbolts, safari-wrap checkering, black tip, drop floor & pistol grip. Sells with a Bushnell Legend scope.

#278 $  
Ruger 10/22 in side folding stock w/ tri-rails. Sells with a Bushnell Banner 2.5x scope.

#279 $  
Remington Model 700 ADL Deluxe .243 with 22” barrel & 3-9x40 scope. Sells in High Condition from 1984.

#280 $  
Winchester Model 1885 low wall .22 Long single shot with a 24” octagon barrel, D. W. King sight and nice walnut stocks with a crescent plate.
#281 $________

Remington 7400 .30-06 semi auto with 3-9x40 scope & 98% condition

#282 $________

Walther Model PP .32 auto pistol with duo-tone Frame & original box. This is one of the Walthers that were built across The Rhine in Manurhin France. (The Germans were not allowed to build Guns so they licensed the PP manufacture to the French company).

#283-A & B $

Choice of Winchester Model 1905 self-loaders:  
A (pictured) is a .35WSL with a 3 digit s/n below 500. It has Most of its Blue.  
B is a .32 WSL built in 1906 that has Lots of Blue and some cracks in the walnut.

#284 $________

Kahr CM9 9mm duo-tone compact pistol with 3” barrel.  
It weighs less than a pound and has rounded corners for carry. 6+1 capacity

#285 $________

Winchester Model 1910 .401 self-loader that was built in 1913.  It has a 20” barrel, Bushnell Banner 2.5x scope and factory clip.

#286-A & B $

(2) Springfield XD .45 auto pistols:  
A (pictured) is an XD Mod. 2  
With 5” barrel, Grip Zone enhanced texture & integral rail  
B is a 4” XD with extra gear, 1-12 round & 2-13 round mags

#287-A & B $

(2) Winchester Model 100 .308 semi auto rifles:  
A (pictured) sells in about 95% Condition with a 22” barrel, factory sights & Clip  
B has a red "W" pistol grip cap & sells with a vintage Redfield 2-7x32 Stereo scope

#288 $________

Springfield XDe-9 9mm 3.3” pistol with fiber optic sight.  
It has laser enhanced grips, an integral rail & case.

#289 $________

Winchester '03 Deluxe .22 Win Auto takedown rifle from 1913. The forestock is cracked.

#290 $________

Regent 1911A1 .45 auto with 5” barrel.  
It is Parkerized with fixed sights and Hogue rubber grips.
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#291 $  
Marlin No. 27-S .25-20 pump rifle with a 24" Octagon barrel, half mag, buckhorn sights and a Takedown frame.

#292 $  
Colt New Line 2nd Model .22 from 1874. It has a 2 1/4" octagon barrel, rosewood Bird’s head grips, spur trigger and a Nickel plating over the Brass frame.

#293 $  
Marlin Model 1892 .22cal rifle built in 1899. It has a 24" Octagon barrel, full magazine & Takedown frame.

#294 $  
Colt New Police .32 revolver that was built in 1900. It has a 3 1/2" barrel & round butt rubber grips.

#295 $  
Marlin Model 1893 .30-30 that was Built in 1897. It has a 20" octagon Barrel, buckhorn sights and a swirled case-color receiver.

#296 $  
Sidehammer revolver with 3" octagon barrel & walnut square butt grips. This pistol Sells in Working Order. A gunsmith Handbuilt a new spring! Built in 1861 160 Years Old!!! WOW

#297 $  
Marlin Model 1893 .30-30 saddle ring carbine with a Model 36 barrel. It has good walnut carbine stocks.

#298 $  
Chichester single shot .22 pistol with a 7.5" barrel, spur trigger & rubber grips. The block rotates, but it is not a revolver.

#299 $  
Marlin Model 1897 .22 rifle with a 24" octagon barrel, full magazine, buckhorn sights, Takedown frame, crescent Walnut stocks and glimpses of the original Case-color.

#300 $  
Stevens No. 40 .22cal Pocket Rifle built in 1872. It is a single shot with a 15" barrel, nickel plated frame & wire stock. It has a flip up Notch sight and front globe & walnut grips.
#301 $_____
European Custom 7x57 Mannlicher rifle in the Style of Paul Jaeger. It also has Jaeger’s name on the trigger. Nazi waffens on the original G33/40 mauser. The stock has rosewood tips & a Redfield scope.

#302 $_____
NO FFL Model 1891 DWM-Berlin Contract mauser for Argentina in 7.65x53. This one was built in 1896 & has an Added front sight and a shortened walnut stock.

#303 $_____
Czech Army CZ-52 7.62x25 Tokarev pistol with parkerized finish, Bakelite grips and crossed sword acceptance. Import marked

#304 $
Russian M44 7.62x54R rifle built in 1946 at Izhmash Arsenal. It has a 21” barrel, tangent sights & a side-fold Bayonet. Imported by Century Arms

#305 $_____
Russian Nagant 7.62x38R military revolver that was built in 1944 at Izhevsk Arsenal and Import marked.

#306-A, B, C & D $
Mosin-Nagant M.91/30 military rifles: A (pictured) is a 1942 Izhevsk with markings from Finland B is a 1943 Izhevsk with a socket bayonet C is a 1942 Izhevsk w/ bayonet & D is a 1943 Izhevsk with a bayonet All have import marks

#307 $_____
FN Model 1910 .32 auto pistol built in Herstal. The slide is marked “Browning’s Patent”. It has a 3 1/4” barrel, palm safety & 2 mags.

#308-A & B $
Russian 9x18 Makarovs
A (pictured) is an IJ-70 imported by Big Bear of Dallas & sells with 2 mags & a box
B is an IJ 70-18A built by Imez in Baikal. It also has adj. sights.

#309 $_____
Yugo M24/47 8mm mauser with a 1943 Torch crest. It has a 24” barrel, straight bolt handle, military sights, full stock & is Import marked.

#310 $
Yugo Mod 98 8mm mauser
Built at Preduzece in 1944. It has a 24” barrel & Mixed parts from a Nazi mauser.
#311 $______ NO FFL
Springfield Model 1873 .45-70 Trapdoor. It has Rifle sights, an 1884 stock and has been cut to Carbine length.

#312 $______ NO FFL
Springfield Model 1884 .45-70 Trapdoor with a Carbine marked sight and barrel cut off.

#313 $______ Universal M1 .30 Carbine with 18” barrel, Peep sight and walnut stock w/ leather sling.

#314 $______ Smith-Corona Model 03-A3 .30-06 SPORTER with the Original March, 1943 Smith-Corona 24” barrel, walnut Monte carlo stock & Marble’s Game-Getter look thru scope mount.

#315 $______ Walther P1 9mm police pistol with 5” barrel, leather closed Holster & Century import box. The gun was built in 1978 & Arsenaled in 1994.

#316 $______ Spanish M.1893 7x57 mauser built at Oviedo in 1924. It has a military stock with bayo lug, straight handle & 2,000m sight. NO Import marks.

#317 $______ NO FFL Argentine 7.65 Sporter with a 22” stepped

#318-A, B & C $ (3) Italian Carcano rifles:
A (pictured) is a 6.5mm Carbine with a fixed sight, curved bolt & 18” underfold bayonet.
B is a 7.35mm WW 2 short rifle with a 21” barrel & turned bolt
C is a 6.5mm Carcano with an octagon breech built in Rome

#319 $______ German GSG-522 .22LR auto rifle styled after the H-K sub-machine gun. Built in 2008 & sells Unfired with mock suppressor, drum style sights and an accessory Collapsible stock from Germany.

#320 $______ Chinese SKS built at Jiangshe Arsenal. It has a 20.5” barrel & sells in a synthetic stock with a 4x32 AR scope.
#321 $_____
Winchester Canadian Centennial .30-30 from 1967. It has a 26" heavy octagon barrel, full magazine, crescent walnut stocks and engraved Maple leaf design.

#322 $
Savage Model 24-S 20 ga 3” & .22 LR
Over/Under with 24” barrels, rifle sights & Birch stocks. There is a barrel selector on the hammer.

#323-A, B & C $
(3) Winchester Model 94 Carbines: A (pictured) is a .32 Special built in 1948 & sells with a Lyman receiver sight. B is a 1942 .30-30 with a Marble’s sight and previously wore a side scope C is from 1978 & Has Birch stocks

#324 $_____
Savage Model 24-P .410 ga 3” & .22LR
Over/Under with 24” barrels, case-colored receiver and Birch stocks.

#325 $
Winchester Model 9422M .22 Mag rifle built in 1973 and Sells in 97% Condition. It has a Weaver K4-E scope of the same age.

#326 $_____
Winchester Model 25
Rigid frame 12ga pump shotgun with a 28” full choke barrel & walnut stocks.

#327 $_____
Henry .22 LR Golden Boy rifle with 20” octagon barrel in Unfired Condition with original box & papers.

#328 $
BSA 20 ga 3” Over/Under with vent rib barrels & screw-in chokes.
The stocks are hand checkered—this gun is built in Turkey.

#329 $_____
Unfired Henry H024 side-gate loading .30-30 with 20” Octagon barrel, buckhorn sights & laser engraved walnut stocks.

#330 $
Stevens Model 311 12ga Side x Side with 28” shiny barrels,
Case hardened receiver and walnut stocks with a shallow pistol grip.
#331 $ Ruger Charger .22LR pistol with 10" barrel, gray Laminated stock, folding bipod & BSA green dot sight. Use 10/22 mags

#332 $ Remington Model 783 .270 rifle with 22" barrel, Clip, Crossfire trigger, SuperCell pad & scope.

#333 $ Special Edition GSG 1911-22 .22LR pistol to honor 100 Years of the 1911 design. This gun is #763 of 1911 produced and sells with a wooden case.

#334 $ Remington 1100 12ga Autoloader with 22" smoothbore Slug barrel & rifle sights.

#335 $ Rock Island M1911A1XT .22 Mag full size Target pistol with 5" barrel, adj. fiber optic sights & G10 grips by VZ

#336 $ Remington No. 6 Rolling block .32 RF Boy’s Rifle w/ 20" barrel, Fixed sights, walnut stocks & Takedown screw

#337 $ Taurus PT-22 .22LR tip-up pistol made in the USA

#338 $ Remington 870 Wingmaster 12ga Magnum shotgun with 30" full choke and added pads for Length of Pull. Built in 1955!

#339 $ ***CAUTION*** This Chiappa 1911-22 wants to Be a Glock. The Thumb safety does NOT function.

#340-A & B $ Remington 870 Wingmaster 12ga pumps: A (pictured) has a 26" vent rib Imp Cyl. Choke From 1980 & sells in 97% Condition B has a 28" vent rib Modified choke barrel and is also from the 1980’s
Original JGA (Anschutz) Karabiner in 6mm Flobert. This single shot is almost 90 years old and is the 1st model built by Anschutz in Germany.

Belgian 12ga double barrel with 30" Damascus barrels, Dog leg hammers & the plate is carved from cattle horn. This gun was sold Under the name "Stanley Arms Co."

Thompson/Center Encore stainless steel rifle w/ .35 Whelen barrel & brake. It sells with a ProSport 3-9x32 scope.

Hunter Arms Special 20ga Side x Side shotgun built by L. C. Smith. It has factory case color on the receiver and crisp checkering on the pistol grip stock. There is a slight toe chip. 28" barrels

H&R Handi-Rifle in .45-70 It sells in Unfired Condition. Has the original box & a 3-9x40 scope included

Black Aces Pro Series 12ga lever gun with Fancy checkered stocks. Sells Unfired in Box.

H&R Handi-Rifle single shots: A (pictured) is chambered in .204Ruger B is chambered for .223Remington. Both guns are scope ready & Unfired.

Rossi Rio Grande .410 ga lever action rifle in Stainless steel with hardwood stocks.

H&R Ultra .308 single shot rifle w/ 22" barrel, Weaver base & checkered Brown laminate stocks.

Unfired Rossi Rio Grande .410 levergun. It looks good in stainless and also looks good in a High Polish Blue!
#351 $__ Diamondback 5.56 with 16" barrel, aluminum QuadRail, Bronze cerakote Finish and sells with a Nikon Tactical 223 scope.

#352 $__ PSA 5.56 pistol with 10.5" barrel, 10.5" handguard, right hand charger, MFT brace & sight.

#353 $__ Unfired Smith & Wesson M&P 15-22 brace pistol

#354-A & B $__ Charter Arms AR7-Explorer .22 auto

It is a takedown rifle that stores inside of the buttstock and will float. Both are the Same.

#355 $__ Mossberg 715P .22LR pistol in Marshgrass camo with a 25 round mag.

#356-A, B & C $__ Choice of Hi-Point Carbines:

A (pictured) is 9mm
B is .40S&W
C is .45 auto in Woodland Camo

#357 $__ Carbon Fiber AR-10 complete Lower by Tennessee Arms

#358-A & B $__ Rock Island 1911A1 .45 autos:

A (pictured) is full Factory Nickel
B is Blued steel finish
Both are G.I. configured pistols with 5" barrels, fixed sights & 1911 controls.

#359 $__ Rock Island full size 9mm 1911 pistol. Like New

#360 $__ Rock Island Micro-1911 .380 auto pistol with a 3 3/4" barrel. It was built in 2018 and sells Unfired.
#361 $_____
Winchester Model 50 12ga Autoloader with a 26” barrel, Poly-Choke & checkered stocks.

#362 $_____
Winchester Model 72 .22 bolt rifle with a 25” barrel, iron sights & Bushnell Sportview scope in look-thru mounts.

#363 $
Winchester Model 1400 12ga Autoloader with 30” full choke barrel, Diamond checkering & pistol grip w/ metal cap. From the 1st Year—1969.

#364 $
Winchester Model 121-Y .22 single shot with a 21” barrel & Lyman peep sight.

#365 $
Winchester Ranger 120 12 ga 3” Deer Slug with 22” barrel, rifle sights and a factory waffle pad.

#366 $
Winchester Model 69A .22 bolt rifle with factory clip, 25” barrel, adj. rifle sights and nice walnut stock. Sells in 97% Condition

#367 $
Winchester Ranger 120 12 ga 3” pump with 28” vent rib Winchoke barrel.

#368 $
Winchester Model 270 .22 pump rifle with a Weaver 3/4” scope.

#369 $
Marlin Model 1898 12ga pump shotgun with 30” barrel. It is pinned at the wrist.

#370 $
Glenfield Model 25 .22 bolt rifle with 22” barrel, Clip, iron sights and Birch stock.
#371 $  
Navy Arms Model 92 .44-40 Yellowboy saddle ring carbine & sells Unfired.

#372 $  
Heritage Rough Rider .22LR Revolver with Special Edition rainbow frame & Laser engraved Liberty Bell stocks.

#373 $  
Marlin Model 36 Regular Carbine .30-30 that was Built in 1947. It has a 20" barrel, big walnut stocks & a Nikon ProStaff scope.

#374 $  
Texas Ranger .22LR Revolver that was Made in the USA. The Gun Looks like New yet & sells with the original Box from the 1970's.

#375 $  
Glenfield 30A .30-30 Carbine with a 20" barrel, full magazine, sights & Deer head pattern in the Birch stocks. From 1978

#376 $  
FIE .22LR SAA revolver with 7" barrel & Pearlite grips

#377-A & B $  
Henry .22 leverguns: A (pictured) is a large loop with “2020TRUMP” in the s/n & Unfired B is Unfired with an 18" barrel

#378 $  
Buffalo .22LR SA w/ 4 3/4" barrel. It's Built in 1965 in Germany

#379 $  
Savage 99 .303 Sav rifle with 22" barrel, straight grip, added Pad & Bushnell 1.5-4x scope. It is a 2nd Year gun—from 1900

#380 $  
NO FFL Stevens Patent 1864 tip-up .22 single shot with 6" barrel & walnut grips. High original condition!
#381 $______
Ruger American .17HMR w/ 18” barrel Thread protector, Accutrigger & Sizeable stock inserts.

#382 $______Iver Johnson Ring-Lever
Single shot 12ga with 30” barrel & pistol grip walnut stocks.

#383 $______Ruger American 5.56 rifle w/ 16” threaded barrel, FDE stock, Accutrigger & optics rail. Sells Unfired with Box.

#384-A & B $______Iver Johnson 12ga
Single shotguns A (pictured) has a 30” full choke barrel & has been Restored B has a 30” full choke barrel and is missing the forearm

#385 $______Ruger American .350 Legend rifle with 16.1” Threaded barrel, top rail & (2) mags.

#386-A & B $______Iver Johnson 16ga Single shotguns
A (pictured) has a 30” barrel & octagon breech B has a 30” barrel & nice walnut stocks

#387 $______Rock Island .22TCM rifle w/ 22” heavy barrel, Tactical Stock with push button adjustable comb & L.O.P. It’s a Wildcat .22 centerfire.

#388 $______NorthWestern Model 1929 .410ga single shot with a Case-hardened Receiver, walnut stocks & a 30” barrel.

#389 $______Marlin Model 883 stainless .22 Mag with 22” barrel, tube magazine & Brown laminated stocks. The top is grooved for a scope & sells in 99% condition

#390 $______A Most Unusual shotgun!
It is marked Spencer Gun Co. which was a Trade Name for Crescent Arms of St. Louis. This “Hammerless” receiver is really neat. The gun is a Takedown frame with round grip walnut stocks and the original Squirrel rubber pad. It has been nicely Restored.
#391 $\ldots$
Marlin M2 .22LR auto that was built in the 1960's.

#392 $\ldots$
Stoeger 20 ga 3” double barrel Coach Gun with 20” barrels, Beavertail wrap & checkered pistol grip stock w/ waffle pad.

#393-A & B $\ldots$
Marlin M1 .22 auto rifle with 24” barrel, clip & walnut stock from the 1960's. Both are the Same.

#394 $\ldots$
Stoeger 20 ga 3” Upland SxS made for Whitetails Unlimited. The other side of the stock is laser engraved. It has 26” barrels with M/IC choke.

#395-A & B $\ldots$
(2) 12 ga 3” pump shotguns built by Savage: A (pictured) is a Stevens/Westpoint 167H with 28” barrel & birch B is Stevens 77H 28” with Birch

#396-A & B $\ldots$
Stoeger 12 ga 3” Over/Unders: A (pictured) is a Condor I w/ 26” barrels B has 28” F/M choke barrels & 2 triggers

#397 $\ldots$
Mossberg 151k .22LR auto with 24” barrel & Mossberg 4x scope. This old rig is in nice condition.

#398 $\ldots$
Remington Model 11 12ga autoload that was built in the 1920's. It has a 32” standing rib barrel in Modified choke.

#399 $\ldots$
Mossberg Model 152 .22LR auto with 18.5” barrel. This is the 1st model built with the “Tommy Gun” stock made of walnut.

#400 $\ldots$
Charles Daly Ducks Unlimited Field 20 ga 3” pump shotgun with 22” vent rib barrel & screw in choke.
(2) Savage Model 1914 pump .22 rifles. They both have 24" octagon barrels, Tube magazines, Takedown frames and walnut perch-belly stocks.

(3) Ithaca 37 Featherlight 12ga pumps: They are all configured the same with 28" Modified choke barrels, Orange truglo beads and roll engraved scenes with pheasants and ducks. A (pictured) sells in about 98% Condition

#403 $   Savage NRA Match 1919 .22LR rifle with 25" Barrel, clip and rare tang sight.

#404-A & B $   (2) Remington Model 10 12ga pumps. They were both built in 1944 and have 30" Full choke barrels. A (pictured) has nice walnut  B is cracked at the wrist

#405 $   Savage Model 5 Deluxe .22 bolt rifle with a 24" barrel, Savage sights, Takedown screw and a grooved receiver top for scope mounting.

#406 $   Remington Model 31 16ga pump shotgun with 28" full Choke barrel.

#407 $   Savage Mark II .22LR Bolt rifle with a 21" barrel, iron sights, clip & grooved top.

#408 $   Charles Daly Field 20 ga 3" pump shotgun with 22" vent rib barrel, screw-in choke & Realtree Hardwoods camo stocks.

#409 $   Savage Model 340A .30-30 bolt action rifle with a 22" barrel, clip, Iron sights including the rotary adjustment Dockendorf style & Walnut stock.

#410-A & B $   Consecutive s/n's: Churchill Model 612HD 12 ga 3" tactical pump shotgun With 18.5" cylinder choke & pistol grip. Unfired in box
#411 $______  H&R Sportsman Long Range 10 ga 3.5" single with 36" full choke barrel from 1978!

#412 $______ NO FFL  H&R “The American Double Action” Full Nickel revolver in .44 Webley. It has a 6" octagon barrel, rubber grips and was built in 1885.

#413 $______  H&R 12ga single with 30" full choke barrel & walnut stocks.

#414-A & B $______  (2) Iver Johnson .32S&W Safety Hammerless revolvers:  A (pictured) has a 4" tip-up barrel & 95% B has a 5" tip-up barrel & also Owl’s head rubber grips.

#415 $___  H&R Pardner 20 ga 3” single with 25.5” barrel in Modified choke.

#416 $______  Iver Johnson .32S&W tip-up revolver with 5” barrel, ornate rubber grips & some factory gloss blue still showing.

#417 $___  NEF Pardner SB2 10 ga 3.5" single with Factory Camo paint over wood stocks. This gun was built in 1978 & has a 24" barrel with a screw-in Turkey choke.

#418-A & B $______  H&R Safety Hammerless revolvers:  A (pictured) is a .22 cal with a 3" tip-up barrel & round butt in 99% condition. B is a .38S&W with a 3 1/4" tip-up barrel, round butt & Target logo

#419-A & B $___  NEF Pardner SB1 single shotguns with birch stocks:  A (pictured) is for 20 ga 3" shells with a 26" Mod choke barrel & built in 1990 B is a 12 ga 3" with 28" Mod choke barrel & Built in 1989

#420-A & B $______  NO FFL  (2) Nickel plated H&A Dictator pistols in .32 RF. A (pictured) is nearly Flawless  B has more wear on the Nickel Plating and wears a set of Rosewood grips. These guns were built in the 1880’s. Also selling a Vintage box of .32 Short RF ammo
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#421 $  
Remington Model 24 .22LR auto rifle  
Using Browning’s Patent It is a Takedown model  
With a 21” barrel, rifle sights and walnut stocks.

#422 $  
Mossberg Patriot .30-06 rifle with a lightened fluted bolt, adj. L.B.A. (lightning bolt action) trigger, 22” fluted barrel, synthetic stock & 3-9x40 scope.

#423 $  
Remington Model 550-1 .22LR auto with 24” barrel & walnut stock.

#424 $  
Savage special edition Axis .243 in Strata Camo. It has a 22” barrel & Weaver scope

#425 $  
Remington Model 34 .22 bolt rifle that was built in 1935. It is a Takedown model with a 24” barrel, tube magazine & finger grooves in the walnut stock.

#426 $  
Savage Axis II left hand .243 with 22” barrel & Accutrigger.

#427 $  
Remington Model 552 Speedmaster with 21” barrel, shell deflector & nice walnut.

#428 $  
Stevens Model 200 .22-250 rifle w/ Simmons scope

#429 $  
Springfield 87A .22LR auto with 24” barrel & Takedown frame.

#430 $  
Marlin X7 .30-06 rifle with L.B.A. trigger & Weaver plate.
#431 $______ Stevens Crackshot-26 .32RF falling block rifle with 18" barrel & Takedown frame.

#432 $______ Davis Industries .38 Special Derringer with 3" barrels & chrome finish. Like New

#433 $______ Davey Crickett “My First Rifle” single shot with thumb-cock, 16" barrel, peep sight & walnut stock. It sells in Unfired Condition.

#434-A & B $______ Choice of .22 LR pocket pistols:
A (pictured) is a Jennings J-22 in chrome finish with Pearlite grips
B is a Lorcin L22 in chrome with grooved Lexan grips

#435 $______ Rev-O-Noc .22LR falling block Rifle sold by HSB & Co. of Chicago

#436 $______ (2) SCCY 9mm pistols
A (pictured) is duo-tone with Clay polymer & Crimson Trace
B is duo-tone with a stainless slide & Crimson Trace laser

#437 $______ Mossberg Model 46B(b) .22 bolt with 26" barrel,

#438 $______ Lorcin L9 9mm pistol with 4 1/2" barrel, palm safety & 13 round mag.

#439 $______ Springfield 53A .22 single shot with 24" barrel.

#440 $______ Taurus PT740 Slim .40S&W with 3 1/8" barrel & 3 dot sites
(2) Coast to Coast 12ga pump shotguns:
A (pictured) has a 28" vent rib barrel with Modified choke
B also has a 28" barrel and both shotguns have added pads

#441-A & B $

#442 $ Forehand Model 1901 .32S&W revolver with 3" barrel

#443 $
J C Higgins Model 20 12ga pump shotgun with Pachmayr Powerpac compensator.

#444 $ H&A Model 1906 .32S&W revolver with 6" barrel

#445 $
Ranger Model 30 Humpback 20ga pump with a 28" barrel & checkered walnut stocks

#446 $
H&R .32S&W Safety Hammerless in bright Factory Nickel.

#447 $
Sears 200 12ga pump w/ 26" barrel & C-lect choke

#448-A & B $
(2) H&R Nickel revolvers: A (pictured) is a .22 with octagon barrel & Bright
B is a .32S&W with a 3 1/4" barrel and sells without Grips

#449 $
Springfield 67A 12 ga 3" pump shotgun with a 28" barrel & Birch stocks

#450 $ US Revolver Co. 32S&W Safety Hammerless revolver
#451 $ Mossberg 702 Plinkster .22LR auto with Pink Camo stock, clip & scope.

#452 $ Baikal .410 ga 3” single with 24” barrel & gold trigger

#453 $ Sears 3T .22 auto rifle that was built by Winchester. It sells in about 95% Condition w/ birch stocks & a Sears 4x scope.

#454-A & B $ (2) Baikal 12ga single shotguns from Russia:
A (pictured) has synthetic stocks & a 28” barrel
B has a 28” barrel and hardwood stocks

#455 $ Coast to Coast Model 40 .22LR auto rifle built by Marlin

#456 $ Boito 20ga single shotgun with 28” barrel

#457 $ H&R Pioneer Model 765 .22 bolt rifle with a 24” barrel & Takedown walnut stock

#458 $ Ruso 16ga full choke single shot sold by Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co. of Chicago

#459 $ Pyrenees Arms Spanish 10 ga 3.5” single shotgun with a 32” barrel & Engraving

#460 $ Rossi .410 ga 3” single shotgun with synthetic stocks & 22” barrel